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Hew manifestly gauge invariant diagram technique in the

loop space is developed. These diagrams reproduce asympto-

tic freedom in the ultraviolet domain and are consistent
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This preprint ^ is the second part of the paper

"QuantumChromodynamics as Dynamics of Loops". The first

part, published as the preprint , is refered as I every -

where in the present text.

In Sect. 1 (6) we develop new diagram technique in the

loop space by direct iterations of our loop equation. The

new diagrams correspond to certain infinite gauge invariant

subsets of the old ones.

In Sect. 2 (7) the area law is shown to be self-consis-

tent to each order of the new perturbation theory.

Finally, in Sect. 3 (6) we discuss the results and the

perspectives.

1. Bootstrap equation

Let us solve the planar equation directly in the loop

space. The original form (I - 4.25) is inconvenient for this

purpose. The point is that information about QCD is hidden in

the current

cL
which displays itself for self-intersecting loops. Therefore,

one should consider the chain of coupled equations for the

loops with arbitrary self-intersections.

' The short version was published in lief. 2.



Furthermore, Bq» (I - 4.25) Is singular. The dynamical

inforaation is contained in the regular as well as in the

singular terms (see Sect. 1 - 5 ) . Some naive approximations

to this singular equation may loose part of dynamical in-

formation.

In this Sect, we transform Eq. (I - 4.25) to a less sin-

gular (although less explicit) form. New equation is conve-

nient for perturbative solution in ultraviolet domain as

well as for investigation in infrared one (where one may

ignore self-intersections)*

Our transformation is similar to that reducing differen-

tial equations for Green's functions to integral ones, whose

R.H.S.'s include a series of skeleton graphs. The latter

equations can be solved perturbatively or one seeks for self-

consistent solution in the strong coupling regime. These

equations, determining the self-consistent asymptotice»are

usually called bootstrap equations* We use this termino-

logy below.

We transform Eq. (I - 4.2?) to a bootstrap form by in -

verting the operator Ъм as a aeries in powers of Л .

The L.H.S. of the bootstrap equation contains the area-varia-

tion, S$/&6j,v(,X) , rather than *P(,C) itself. la

this case, combinatorics is more simple because there is no

overlapping graphs.

The vector operator Э« о ш be inverted as follows.

Represent О ry<5oim/ by the Ansatz

0.2)



Here the tensor, Bwv » «ad *Ье vector, B ^
 f

 inclu-

de six and four components, respectively. However the Ansata

(1.2) is invariant under the gauge transformation of cbe

third kind

(1.4)

which eliminates four components, so that, in faot, there are

six independent ones.

Additional constraints are imposed by the Bianchl identi-

ty (I - 3*28). Рог the Ajjsata (1.2), it reduces to the form

JSq. (1*5) provides three more relations between или/ and

g ^ , so that there remains only three unknown fusctio-

nals. Those should be determined substituting the Ansatz

(1*2) into the planar equation.

In what follows we use the symmetry (1.3), (1.4) and im-

pose the constraint

Op D p ~~ v/ .

This can always be achieved by choosing

n . = ~ъ.ъ
г
 3-6^ 0.7)



Tlien there are bhre<? independent components of & ^ ,

only three symmetry transformation, (1.5), (1.4) with

a*
 s

where t n is arbitrary. The nuuber of unknown quantities

is equal to three as it should, be.

The substitution of the Ansaiiz (1.2) into (I - 4.23)

yields, taking into account (1.6), the following equation

Bqe. (1.5), (1.ъ) allow us to find 8
V
 aiid 8»,/ (up

to the symmetry transformation). Let ue show how this system

can be solved.

The operator solution of Eq. (1.9) is riven by

Subetituting (1.10) into Eq. (1.5), we find the equation for

Bjmi > As it was already noticed, its solution is defined

modulo the third kind gauge transfoimation which, however,

leaves invariant (1.2).

First let us consider act Lon of the operator / j

on the current Jĵ  given by (1.1). This operator expression

can be disentangled by Feynman's method 5 . In a standard

v-г
 r

way, represent -O as a sum over paths, 'xi t from

X to i. in d-diiaensional Euclidean spaces

a»



L ..
о x(o)«x °

The disentangling of Ом 1в based on the formula

PexpJ < * j ^

Recall that the path-derivative adds the little path to the

end point. In (1*13) the whole path is added piece by piece*

In particular

-э
l
F(c

xx
) «//*£

for the functionals of the closed loop with marked point*

It would be instructive to consider an Abelian analogue

of this relation* In Abelian case our functionals become func-

tions of X and- functionais of С , rather than functionals
of
 Сxx, I $ (Cxx) = F 1*,£) ). Рог this reason,

the derivatives Эм commute when applied to such functio-

nals, Eq. (1.14) simplifies as

Пса
Here 0 (x~i) stands for the ordinary Green's function

(decreasing at Euclidean infinity for our definition of path

integral)•

How it is evident that the relation (1*14) for noncommuti-

ve "Ьм implies the following. When SL is shifted asi-



2)de from ЭС t fcke wiras are required y for the gauge in\ra-

riance.

Application of the general relation to our current (1.1)

yields

Here the loops С\ш, - (l
x
 C

X
u

 3 n u
 ^Jil * ̂ M* ̂ x%

(elosed due to <f-function) form the contour f
tx
Cxx^x.b'

The y-integration goes along С as well as along the wi-

Г
 я

 Г ,Г~'
гев» I зсъ ana '*x X 4 * >

It is not difficult to represent J -Э ot^'bjS . . as

the path integral, expanding

The arising commutator reduces to the discontinuity of the

агеа-variation

(1.18)

Here X • 0 stands for the beginning and X - 0 stands for

the ead of Cx.K •

The graphic proof of Bq. (1.18) reads as follows

In the Abelian functional ourrent

one nay freely shift X aside f'roia 0 (the wires oan-

cel each other)*



(1.19)

The R.H.S. of Eq. (1.19) represents graphically Bq. (1.18).

So| we propose the following strategy» The vector po-

tential» & «
 f

 should be eliminated from the equation

of motion (1.9). This can be done in general form. After tbat

the Bianchi identity represents the inhomognmaoue equation

for the tensor potential, DMV . Iterations of this

equation results in new manifestly gauge invariant perturba-

tion theory. This is just the bootstrap expansion which we

are looking for.

The solution by iterations is based on the fact that the

area-variation S4>/6<SM* is O( A ). Therefore ftf
Oj
=

= 8 N W s 0 to zeroth order in Л .

Let us construct the frame diagram of order Д . To this

order we are left with the first term in the R.H.S. of (1.17)

as well as with the xea-variation of the external y-integ-

ral in the second one. We used the fact that, according to

(1.18), L^*j^»J
 a c

*
8
 l*

31681
^*

tut.

Calculating the area-variation via the Stokes theorem,

resenting the o

using the formula

representing the operator Э according to (1.14), and

L
proven in Appendix A, we finally find



G U W J U (1.22)

Thie expression has no external y-inTjeeval» so the opera»

tor [d.d] acts only on internal functionals, which

produces extra factor of X .

Now, let us find B M V from Bq. (1»5). Note» that

2q* (1i5) is homogeneous to order X , since

in the R.H.S. vanishes after contraction with Ем^о *
 A s

above, another terms are 0( Л* )« They will be calculated

later. Thus о „ а О is a solution of the homogeneous equa-

tion.

Therefore to order Я

Г
»

Т
 (1.23)

Here we combined (1.16) and (1.22) into single loop integral

and denoted

T
 г

« Схх Г
хг ч>

The frame diagram of order X сад be constructed •
?
/

by substitution of в £ " and SiV into (1.2). Dif-

ferentiation sf the path integral is performed by virtu» of

the formula

The reader is free to pas* directly to the next Section
as soon as his patience would break.

8
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Неге the contour integral goes along ixxtS) ̂  'xa • ^
e

(1.25) can be proven by shifting variable in the path integ-

ral.

The R.H.S. of Eq. (1.25) does not depend, in fact, on

the parameter, »? , so that it is convenient to put S =0.

Then in the R.H.S. we get ^Cv{o^ ~ *
n e
 velocity at the

beginning of the path. We denote this velocity by V
v
(x) .

Notice that Eq. (1.18) can easily be checked by acting 9«

on (1.25) prior to putting S = 0.

So, to order Л the bootstrap equation reads as fol-

lows

- C1.26)

The frame diagram in the R.H.S. is depicted graphically

as the sum of three frame graphs of Fig. 1, which correspond

to three parts of the y-integral
}
 according to (1.24). The

part V 6 CJCX corresponds after integration d 2.

to the frame graph of Fig. 1b. The parts и € /хг i ̂ г

yield the frame graphs of Figs. 1a and 1c, respectively.

The frame graph is "glassed" with the т -functionals, li-

ke the skeleton graph in the usual bootstrap approach was

"dressed" by the Green's functions and vertices. The arrow

stands for the velocity 1?*(х) in Eq
o
 (1.26), while

the dot stands for the y-integral over the corresponding

contour.



It ie useful to associate the diagram of Fig. 1b with.

the «hole y-integral in 2q. (1.26), keeping in mind the

diagrams of Figs. 1a and 1c. The mnemonic rule is that the

dot, U , never cross the cut. When it comes to the point

X , it continues along the same solid lins (with the co-

efficient 2~d).

The frame diagrams of order Я can be constructed by

the same method. How subsequent terms of the expansion (1.17)

should be taken into account.

It follows from (1.10) that

(1.27)

where

В •
 Э 6

"Э- Oyl acts only on internal functionals.

Let us calculate the current, K,/
 f
 (see footno -

te ') ). Using (1.18) and (1.26), one gets graphically

Here the Uf -integration goes along the total loop, in-

cluding С x x
 a n d w i r e

 Г х ^ (with the coefficient

2. -d as in (1.24) ). The U£ -integration goes along

Гх.и Си -г (with the coefficient 1) and along Гт.и

(with the coefficient 2~d). This total loop integral is as-

sociated «ith the diagram (1.29). The sum over paths, ̂Jcv*

10



and Гхи, у
 i e e l s 0

 implied.

It Is convenient to reduce (1.29) «sing (1.21) and bran-

eletional lnvariance which follows to given order ia A

from the for«mla

It can aasily be derived from (1.25)• As a result,contribu-

tions of the parts U^ G ^itu cancel each other (de-

tailed analysis is given in Appendix A)*

TM.9 fact allows us to find S «
v
 from Eq, (1.5).

A minimal solution reede as

-/•

Here avoids ' J av°J-<is

ifl represented by dashes on the diagram). However Uj goes

along ixjfi вя-'й- J/z soes along /xv» (with the

coefficient 2~d).

It is convenient to make use of the symmetry (1»2)« (1.4

and to add curl of divsrgeneless vector. We choose

Ы-0

I T the first diagram u^ goes along Gcu.

goes along *%Ut (with the coefficient 1).

Such a choice provides a simple divergence, Э«

in j£o.. (1.28)s

II



t- taJpoies ,
All the necessary calculations ore given in Appendix A.

B ^ 1B determined by Sq« (1.27). Notice taat the

first two terms in (1*39) are canceled with (1*29)» eontrae-

ted over d and A « so that we are left with

k«
s
*i

Here the first two terras include two external y-integrals,

while the last three include a single integration*

Хеетш arising after substitution of (1.3*) can be clas-

sified according to the nuaber of external loop integrals.

Aetlon of ] on the first two terms give*

the following terms with the single loop integration!

w «••

(1.35)

Хо.в. (1«1#) and (1.18) hare been used.

fba last three terms in Sqa. (1*34) and (1*35) cancel

each other. She first two terms combine
 4
) into a single ex-

"* It is not nseessarj to exploit the cancellation in (1.29).
One term In (1.29) would yield the diagram (1.36), while
contribution from #i * Гх-yi in another term would can-
cel with the first two graphs in (1*35).

12



pression.

Acting by i-4
one gets the diagram

(1.56)

Its analytical expression includes three 4> -functionals

and three sums over paths, Г Г f

The U^ - integration goes along /~
z
 x ̂ ocx/x* (w**b *Ье

coefficient 1) and along (V» (with the coefficient

2-d). The U
t
 -integration goes along f

gx
 Cxu

t
fu a- (

witb

the coefficient 1) preserving the planarity and goes along

fayfc (with the coefficient 2-d). Using fiqs. (1.21) and

(1.30), it can be shown that the contributions froa Û , £ /J,,

and tfj> б 2̂jVf cancel each other in the diagram (1.36)*

Up to now we did not consider graphs without external

loop integration. It follows from the operator formula

(1*27) that these tadpole graphs can be combined with the

above diagrams. Ooefficients are calculated in Appendix A.

Xhe net effect is that the point у in the last two

graphs of Bq. (1.52) should go along

the coefficient 2-d) and along /1,

cient 1).

An important point is that

to -Bq. (1.5)» since

contracted with £

given by (1.52).

B

(with

(with the coeffi-

does not contribute

vanishes when

HV is indeed

13



Substitution of В*** and вД** *°Ъо JBq. (1.2)

results in four frame diagrams of order X , shown in Fig.

2. We combined the two graphs (1.36) and depicted Jjt/j/г

symmetrically to emphasize that they lie on the external

loop (or go along their own contours with the coefficient

2-d). The arrow stands for two velocities as in JBq. (A.4).

we imposed the constraint (1.6). Let us check that

B*
1
 • Ьл"

1
 obtained by solving Bq. (1.9) is indeed diver-

gence less to order 0( Л* )• The derivative in Эр 8 м should

be transformed, according to (1.20), to the loop integral of

the total derivative, which yields

(1.37)

the first two terms cancel after? using (1.21). The y-lnteg-

ral of the total derivative in the last two terms gives

to

Ъ
ы
 8м

 lfl
 calculated by shifting dm into

point 3b by virtue of £q. (1.25)* Then £ reduces

to S -function! • Пць.

(1.39)

14



The sum of (1.58) and (1.39) vanishes to order 0( Л -
3
) ,

so that the self-consistency condition is satisfied.

Let us give the general proof of this fact in all orders

In JL . Suppose that B^ and ^*J**
 a r e

 solutions of

Bqs. £1.9) and (1.5). Since the functional

( Э„<5л.,< \ ** ) Bet bjuv; (1.40)

satisfies the Bianchi identity, it should oe the area-varia-

tion of some functional, P. Namely,

The proof was given in Ref. 4 (for any sum of the ordered

multiple locy integrals, which is our case).

Now, act by operator Э^ 3« on Bq. (1.4-1). Due to

Eq. (1.18), the answer vanishes

On ths other hand, using (1.9) and conservation of J^ ,we

find

О =

Euclidean boundary conditions allow us to conclude that оду

solution of Bqs. (1.9), (1*5) satisfies (1.6) (and P coin-

sides with Ф ).

15



However, the above calculation of ^ * ( в £ * 6м ) *-
s

instructive from another point of view. One may solve the

planar equation without the constraint. In this case Eg.

(1*9) includes Эм'Эу instead of the commutator,

J^U.^J . The action of 2..9
V
 yields, to order JL ,

the discussed contact term (with the factor a ).

Another term can be reduced to the loop integral of the

total derivative

г г
which however does not vanishes. Two terms in the R.H.S.,

coming from }f*XtO and u-X-O , double rather

than cancel each other (orientation of Г can be chan-

ged in the second term). One finds the same answer (but: with

the factor -1). Altogether we get the factor d-1, as by

calculating the commutator.

The reason for which (1.44) does not vanish ie just the

aame reason which produced ghosts in the iterative eolu -

tion of the planar equation in colour space . More de-

tailed consideration shows that longitudinal parts themselves

contribute the factor -1/2. Additional -1/2 comes from con-

tact terms required by the gauge invariance.

Naturally,the final answer for the R.H.S. of the bootst-

rap equation does not depend on the method of solution. How-

ever our method with constraint is simpler, since calcula -

tion of the longitudinal term should not be performed.

The main advantage of our method is the following. We

16



may write down an operator expression for the frame diag-

ram of an arbitrary order, without calculating the longitu-

dinal term. The next step would be a transformation of the

operator expression into an explicit formula.

Frame diagrams have the type of a planar tree with the

windows glassed with T -functionals• Treee include 3- and

4-point vertices. We do not present here explicit expression*

for higher order frame diagrams. This series can be represen-

ted in a compact form. (This will be considered in a eubse -

quent paper by one of the authors (lu.U.).

Let us resume this Section as follows,

i) She planar equation can be transformed to an equiva-

lent form by inverting the noncommutive operator 9м •

New equation expresses the area-variation as a nonlinear funo-

tional of ф
 f

 which can be represented as a series of

frame diagrams.

ii) Frame diagrams can be constructed by means of oer -

tain operator technique. The frame diagram of an arbitrary

order looks like a planar tree with windows glassed with

Ф -functionals. The integration over internal paths is im-

plied.. She diagrams of the first two orders are shown at

Figs. 1,2.

H i ) Analytical expression for the frame diagram is ma-

nifestly gauge invariant. It contains only the gauge lnva -

riant quantities! Ф -functionals of closed loops and ve-

locities, ~&yi . The loop integration goes along the exter-

nal loop, £ X.7C. » as well as along internal paths (with

appropriate coefficients)•

17



iiii) The bootstrap equation is equivalent to the sys-

tem including the Bianchi identity and the planar equation

accompanied by Suelidean boundary conditions. For this rea-

son iterative solution of the bootstrap equation recovers

uniquely Faddeev-Popov perturbation theory (see Appendices).

Various parts of the loop integral correspond to va -

rious graphs of ordinary perturbation theory including

ghost loops. Being gauge variant separately, these graphs

combine into manifestly gauge invariant diagram in the loop

space.

2* Sen-consistent area law

Let us try to go beyond the perturbation theory. First

of all let us discuss the nonperturbative regularization.

Ihe ultraviolet divergences come from the О -functi-

on in the current (1.1). lbs smearing of the О -function

would remove all the ultraviolet divergences.

For example, one could introduce the smeared current

The notations are the same as in. the previous Section. The

gauge invariance is automatically preserved since the smea-

ring operator contains the path-derivative, "Э*, .

However, the current (2.1) is not conserved in general

case, so the projection operator should be inserted in defi-

nition of the regularized current

18



The regularized equation reads

This equation satisfies the self-consiebenc,y condition

ffithin the old approach,toe self-cocsistenc? condition fol-

lows from the identity

In the loop space it follows from the identity (1.18)«The

derivative of the L.H.S. of Eq. (2.3) reduces by means of

(1.18) to

j м Г ^ ̂  . ^^ • -О.

г
The self-consistency conation for the nonregulaj.'ized planar

equation was already considered in the previous Section. '

Iterations of the regularized equation (2.50 yield the

planar graphs with the nonsingular propagator



^
( х
'*

) =
Ш^

е
"££ К

'*"'
This type of regularization was proposed by one of the

authors " , but the self-consistency condition was not ta-

ken care of*

The corresponding regularized bootstrap equation can be

derived by the method of Sect. 4* There is no fundamental

difference between the regularized and nonregularized boot-

strap equations. The main difference is that the proper tim-

mes, iS; «in all the path integrals, 2 — , coming in-

to the regularized bootstrap equation, will be bounded by

£ from below.

The re&ormalizability of the underlying gauge theory per-

mits variations of £ together with the coupling constant

renormalization and with reselling the T -funccionals *?

- . (2.8)

Here I С ( is the length of С • The divergent factor,

% I ft ' fenormalizes the quark mass in the path integ-

rals which relate observables with the *P -functionale

(see I).

The renormalieed loop average <p has no anomalous

dimension
 6
*
7
 , so that at £,X-*O

It is implied that the coupling constant varies according

to the renormalization group law



=J (2.10)

In practice this means that one may take

lot

and tend jif *° zero at fixed J4 in the final ans-

wers. The scale A will enter as the physical correla-

tion lenghto

It would be interesting to renormalize the bootstrap equ-

ation order by order in ^ explicitly. One expects from

the standard perturbative analysis that the domain of small

paths, £<<$•<£ £f | produces the counterterms which re-

normalize the contribution of the domain £ «< $; < cO • This

problem is left for future.

Our goal now will be to establish the self-consistent

asymptotic behaviour of т ( С ) at large loops.

It is natural to look for the asymptotic string Ansats ?'

As it is argued in the recent paper by one of the authors
(А.А.Ы.), an exact solution of the planar equation is gi-
ven by the string Atxsatz with additional tfermionic struc-
ture at the surface. This paper contains also the detai-
led definition of the sum over surfaces.

An independent derivation of the string asymptotics
(2.12), which we present here, might serve as an argument
in favour of this conjecture.

An empty string asymptotics (2.12) fits this picture
as follows. At large loops, дв£ , the Fermi system at
the surface becomes macroscopic, so that the fluctuations
of internal degrees of freedom can be neglected. This sys-
tem is equivalent to the empty string with some effective
string tension. The coefficients dtfi ... in (2.12)
corresponds to expansion of the free energy of large Fer-
mi system (pressure, <S \ surface tension, j> ; etc*

21



Here / >Sf I is the area of the surface, vS . Sum goes

over all simple surfacej(without handles or holes) bounded

by the loop, С- .

Note, that we consider IV - Я т
5
 rather than *т

constant

itself. Then all the dependence on the coupling A. A-
 t
 resi

des in the initial condition (see (I - J.JO) )

W (O) •= Л .

We may treet this condition as definition of the bare coup-

ling constant j Л . Naturally, one should abandon this

irrelevant condition and rather fix the string tension,

О , as a physical scale. This would correspond to the

bootstrap approach to the jS -matrix.

Let us substitute this asymptotic string Ansatz into the

bootstrap equation.

In the L.H.S. we have

Ш1

In order to calculate these terms, we regularize the

length and the areat

С

x-jff); Л-* 99 C2.16)

22



where invariant functions, Г , are normalized ae fol-

lows tea

(2.17)

-oo

One may verify (2.15) and (2.16) using the local coordinates

at the contour, C- . and at the surface & »

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

umy/ ,_- V - Л А
 v
a -*-м *•*h >*-i/ (2.25)

(2.26)

г. V
The variation of (2.16) is straightforward

23



In ease of (2.15) we find

-oo

(2.28)

TOO

Note that in both cases the result is independent on the

form of the regulator functions. In other words, these area

derivatives exist in mathematical sence.

Let us turn to the R.H.S. of the bootstrap equation.

The generic term reduces to the same sum over surfaces as

in the L.H.So by virtue of the following distributivity pro-

perty.

The sum over paths Гхи
 i n tiie d - < i i m e n s

i
o n
al Euc-

lidean X. -space, fcj , together with the sum over

surfaces Л , § having the common border, \x.u »

can Ъе transformed into the sum over joint surface, ,5 =

= \5i + О j » together with the sum over paths

t t £...=£ I
The geometry is illustrated at Fig. J. The distributivity

property follows from decomposition of the measure

24



See Ref. cited in footnote -7 for more details.

In order to avoid double counting of self-intersections

of f , the path У should avoid itself at the surface.

Then the self-intersections of f in BJ come from the

self-intersections of the surface >? (we allow such self-

-intersections).

The self-avoiding path, ^xu » splits ^ into two

disks <$f. $
2
 which are therefore well-defined (for self-

-intersecting path, / , there would be more than two

disks).

Applying sucsessively the distributivity rule to any pla-

nar bootstrap diagram, we combine the partial sums over the

surfaces inside windows, \$'
t
 » into the total sum over

surfaces, -iS , bounded by С . The borders, /j , bet-

ween windows would project into the self-avoiding planar

set of paths (see Pig. 4).

The areas, | •&^ } , add up to the total area:

П

She lengths of the internal borders , f-
 t

 double

whereas the lengths of external borders add up to the length

of С :

We arrive at the following rules of projection of the

bootstrap diagram at the surface.

25



The paths, / , in X -space project to the planar

self-avoiding paths, X , at the surface t

(2.55)

The sum over paths / goes with the additional weight

(2.5*)

r
The 4—velocities transform to

(2.55)

The windows correspond to the constant factors j? instead

of the *p -functionals.

The projected bootstrap diagram represents some nonlo-

cal functional of the loop, С > and of the surface, *S ,

She typical size of the paths, X , at the surface is

governed by О , rather than by the string tension, О .

In general case these paths will be small, because Q is

of the order of the cutoff, £ * . One may expeet that

after the renormalization of this 2-dimeneional theory of

self-avoiding walk, the effective paths will be finite at

Still the paths will remain small as compared with the

size of the expanding loop, Э в £ . So, in a limit

3g-too , the paths effectively shrink to zero, so that in

this limit, the projected bootstrap diagram depends on the

local properties of the surface, $ , and of the loop, С .

Those are the vector "fcft , the tensor tjw and
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j. L _ X 1. , and so on. The leading terms of //^g

expansion depend on the second rank tensors of the lowest

dimension. There are only two such terms, which are the sa-

me as in (2.14). The comparison of the coefficient toads to

equation for <5 and О .

Since these equations are universal, one may consider

specific surfaces and contours*

lake an infinite semiplane. Then

and

For a unite circle

So, calculating the R.H.S. of the bootstrap equation for «his

two cases» we' obtain two equations.

She R.H.S. depends on Z and J> , so the semiplane

equation relates d to 2. and P , after which the

circle equation provides a nonlinear relation between 2.

and P . Thus only one parameter ( 2 or P ) becoaes

arbitrary*

As it is done usually in the bootstr&p approach, it

should be fixed by joining, at intermediate loops, the self-
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-consistent asymptotlos (2.12) with the perturbative solu -

tion respecting the initial condition (2*1?). We expect

that infrared properties of 4-dimensional QCD will be im -

portent at this matching. This will be discussed in the next

Section*

We resume this Section as follows.

i) The planar equation can be regularized in manifestly

gauge- and Lorentz-invariant fashion. This regularization

resembles the Shwinger's proper time regularization* The re-

gularized bootstrap equation can be renormalized, at least

perturbatively.

ii) The area law is a self-consistent solution of the

bootstrap equation. Asymptotic Ansatz (2.12) satisfies the

equation provided the coefficients O^O and 2: are

related by two nonlinear equations*

Hi) We do not prove the area law. We rather show how ±t

can be realized dynamically. Within our approach both d

and О are, generally speaking, non-vanishing simultaneous-

ly. The absence of confinement would correspond to a special

case, о s 0. It would be very interesting to relate <̂  ,

the string tension, and /4 , the scale in the asymptotic

freedom relation (2.11).

3. Discussion

So, we propose some dynamical mechanism for the quark

confinement.

This mechanism is operative within 1/N expansion* In

above discussion, we restricted ourselves to the leading
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term, but there is no problem to generalize this mechanism

to the higher orders of 1/N expansion.

Let us compare our mechanism with previous conjectures

concerning quark confinement*

First of all, the confinement should be distinguished

from bleaching, which corresponds to the total screening of

color charge.

The simplest example, the well-known massive Shwinger

model ( % -dimensional electrodynamics)exhibits both con-

finement and bleaching«

Let us insert two hevy test charges, £<•}£ , into the

vacuum of the massive Shwinger model. Then if Q. is an in-

teger, the energy does not increase with the distance bet-

ween charges. The energy is concentrated in the vicinity of

charges*

This is the phenomenon of bleaching - the integral test

charge is completely screened by vacuum electrons, so that

the linear Coulomb law disappeares.

However, for any nonintegral d this is already impos-

sible and the energy is proportional the distance between

charges* In this case we have confinement - the nonintegral

charges cannot be screened.

The less trivial example of the 2+1 -dimensional Georgi-
D

-ч/laehow model, analysed by Folyakov , exhibits the sa-

me phenomenon. In this case the situation is much more inte-

resting than in the massive Shwinger model. The energy bet-

ween charges increases as R , though the Coulomb energy

would increase only as &OQ R> . The dynamical mechanism,

which enhances the Coulomb law, consists of the "dual Meis-

sner effect" in the monopole plasma.
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The electric field between charges is collimated to a

tube by the monopoleS, which arise in the vacuum as a result

of large fluctuations of the gauge field.

The similar phenomena were observed by 't Hooft (Ref.9)

in 2+1-dimensional SU(N) pure gauge theory. Here the test

$q pair inserted in the gauge field vacuum is confined. She

role of the monopoles is played now by the topological exci-

tations (vortices) corresponding to the center, jHL(//) ,

of the gauge group.

The comparison of all these examples of confinement re-

veals the general phenomenological reason behind the speci-

fie dynamical mechanisms. This was the symmetry with res-

pect to the center of the gauge group (the 2.1Г gauge rota-

tion in Abelian case)»

The quantum fields were even with respect to these trans-

formations. So if the odd test particles were inserted in

the vacuum they could not be completely screened. Some

"strings" should remain between the odd objects.

Naturally, one cannot say apriori whether this string

carries energy. This is a dynamical problem which should be

solved in each case. For example, in the massless Shwinger

model the string does not carry energy (any charge can be

screened).

The important role of the center of the &,auge group beco-

mes clear within the strong coupling expansions of the

lattice gauge theories.

In fact this role is even overestimated within the strong

coupling expansion.

Independently of the local structure of the gauge group

(non-Abelian, Abelian or even discrete), the strong coupling
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expansion suggests the area law of confinement. Would we

replace the SU(2) gauge group by the 0(3) = S0(Z)/Z(Z)
f

the area law would immediate disappear from the strong coup-

ling expansion.

Roughly speaking the area law arised in the strong coup*

ling expansion of SU(2) gauge theory due to the fact that

each V -matrix at the link could have both signes with

equal probability*

The opposite signs of the X/"-matrices at adjacent links

correspond to large fluctuation of the gluon fields with the

momenta of the order of inverse lattice spacing.

From the other hand, when the local Yang-Bills theory is

obtained from the lattice theory, we neglect such probabili-

ties. The gluons correspond to the small local fluctuation

of the V -matrices.

This does not yet mean that fluctuations of the center

of gauge group cannot arise in the continuum Tang-Kills theo*

ry. These fluctuations may arise when the small local phase

variations add up to the large phase in some physical ampli-

tude»

Specifically we mean that the expectation value of the

Wilson loop

с
can become small (compared to the normal order of magnitude,

W ( C ^ ел exp(- I Cl) ) at large loops, since the eigen-

values of the unitary matrix under the trace become distri-

buted uniformly around the unit circle. The area law shows

to which extend this distribution remains nonuniform.
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Let us stress once more that this is a dynamical problem.

Once we know that the area law is valid, we may interpret

it in terme of the center of tte gauge group. The area law

automatically implies that topological excitations are pre-

sent in the vacuum.

In particular it is clear from the Bianchi identity

(I - 3*28). For the asymptotic string Ansatz (2.12), this

identity does not hold at given form of the surface (unless

this is a minimal one). Bianchi identity is restored only

after integration over surfaces, i.e. only after quantum
11

fluctuation of the string are taken into account •

The R.H.S. of the Bianchi identity represents the color

monopole current. We see that this current is present at the
to

surface, but averages to zero due-vibrations of the surface.

So the world sheet of string should be interpreted as

the color magnetic dipole sheet.

The string itself should be interpreted as the electric

flux tube in the monopole plasma*

We kept this picture in mind when we looked for the con-

tinuum equation for the loop average.
12 6J

The lattice loop equations / describe all types

of quantum fluctuations, including the £ \N) -disloca-

tions mentioned above. This question was considered in de-

tail in Ref. 14.

' The 4-vector lattice equation of Ref. 13 is reduced to
l i l i d b (&) h i

q
those, when multiplied by *CV(&) - the unit vector
of given link. The Blanch! identity guarantees that the-
se two forms are equivalent.
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The loop average in a general lattice theory need not

nave the local limit. The £.(tf) -dislocation at the ad-

jacent links of the loop could produce, generally speaking,

an irregular behaviour.

Once we eliminate the dislocations, we may expect the

local limit, so that the lattice loop average tends to the

Yang-Mills loop average.

In the continuum loop equation, the perturbative expan-

sion is manifest, whereas the strong coupling expansion was

manifest in the lattice equation.

These two expansions do not; smoothly interpolate into

each other.

As it was demonstrated by the recursion equations ^ f
16

Pade-extrapolatione of strong coupling expansion , se-
17

miclassical methods ' , and by the Monte-Carlo Simula -
Л Я

tions in the lattice gauge theories , there is a sharp

crossover at intermediate coupling.

This crossover becomes sharper at increase of the number,

N , of colors. Apparently at F = oo there is a phase tran-

sition.

This phase transition was indeed found by Gross and Wit-

ten ° in the 2-dimensional model. Here two different ana-

lytic functions describe the weak and the strong coupling

regimes. This transition can be derived in a simple way

from the 2-dimensional lattice version of our equation.

The recent calculation of Bresin and Gross 21
 shQVS

that there are two different behaviours of the average link

variable in the weak and in the strong coupling phase. The

dislocations are absent in the relevant weak coupling phase.

The weak coupling solution in the 2-diraensional model
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exhibits the area law of its own, but there are some subt-

leties*

22
At infinite number of colors, exact solution of

our equation in two dimensions yields the unexpected preex-

ponential factor, which depends on the topology of the self-

-intersecting loop* This factor is a polynomial with respect

to areas of individual petals.

As for the strong coupling expansion, it would always

lead to exact area law in two dimensions*

So, we observe that confinement in N = oo QCD has

different dynamical origin at small and large bare coupling

constants.

(There is another manifestation of large N limit» Pre-

cisely at N s eo , the loop average in the adjoint repre-

sentation is factorizedt

This means that the heavy test particles which is even with

respect to the 2.{N) would be confined as well as the odd

particles*

The resolution of the paradox is simple. The area law

is valid in this case only for the surfaces with area less

that H"СОД Af . At larger surfaces the correlation func-

tions would take over the leading factorized term of 1/N ex-

pansion. Then the correlation function.would decay as

вХр("" i Cf ) , since the minimal surface between two

contours 0, 0 has the area, which is proportional to \C\ .

This surface looks like a torus.

This nonuniformity of the Л/-* О0 limit should be ta-
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ken care of in applications.

The limit of large N corresponds to additional statis-

tical averaging, which suppresses fluctuation of gauge in-

variant fields. Together with the physical 4-volume which

tends to inifinity, we have double statistical limit* Some-

times these limits are not interchangeable.

14

There are arguments that at large Я the confine-

ment due to the 2.(A/J -dislocations •'/ disappears at

some bare lattice coupling constant.

The peculiarities of the strong coupling expansion at

Л/= CO were discussed several times
 2

5»
2
* .

At first glance it seems that we are left with the free

planar surfaces bounded by the loop С , i.e. that the or-

dinary Nambu string represents an exact solution (at least

at strong coupling). However even this statement is incor-

rect.

The point is that the vacuum energy is O(N^), so vacuum

graphs of the strong coupling expansion can be correlated

with the surface under consideration. The irreducible corre-

lation function between the given loop and the vacuum surfa-

ces contains additional N factor which however is

precisely cancelled by the factor A/ in the vacuum ener-

gy. This leads to the nonplanar surfaces at /v- OO
 t
 as

it was observed by Weingarten
 y

 .

"/ In Ref. 14 there was also considered a modified lattice
model, where contributions from the 2.1 N) dislocations
and the factor group fluctuations were factorized. In
this model the confinement is indeed due to the 2(/V) -
dislocations only, so that the string tension does not
related to the gluon coupling constant. This model has
a nontrivial local limit, which cannot be derived from
our continuum,loop equations.
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In the lattice loop equation,this corresponds to the pre-

sence of the twisted plaquette, which cannot be interpreted

in terms of Nambu string. The commutator term in the R.H.S*

produces an additional problem.

So, there is no evidence for the pure Nambu string even

within the strong coupling expansion*

Our area law arised from the weak coupling expansion

which we reduced to the bootstrap equation.

This functional integral equation is equivalent to an

infinite chain of nonlinear equations for the many-point

Green's functions. The area law corresponds to some singu-

lar infrared behaviour of these Green's functions.

The many-point Green's function as well as the two point

function contribute to the area law» The K" behaviour

which was often assumed for the 2-point function is not

sufficient for the area law*

The advantages of our loop equations, as compared with

toe ordinary bootstrap equations, are evident.

The same line of argument, which led us the self-consis-

tent area law and asymptotic string Ansatz (2.12), indicates

also that should be some modifications of this Ansatz at in-

termediate distances.
11

In the recent paper by one of the authors it is ar-

gued that the string with the fermionic stricture represents

an exact so.\ution of our continuum loop equation* As it was

discussed in the footnote 5) , this agrees with the asymp-

totic bosonic string Ansatz.

We are grateful to S.B.Xhokhlachev for valuable discus-

sions.
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Appendix A

Formula of Reducing the Path Integrals

' In Sect. 1 we used Eq. (t.ai). Here we present the proof

and dwell on some applications*

First let us notice that the basic formula (1.21) can be

reduced to a form

For this purpose one should perform differentiation accor -

ding to Eq. (1.25). Here t%(i) for the first term in

the L.H.S. is the velocity at the beginning of the path

fy- 2 , and for the second one it is that at the end of

f-M • Eq. (A.1) can be proved analyzing the path lnteg-

rale a both sides.

We present another proof, using the same language as in

gluon graphs. This proof is based on the Pock's representa-

tion for the propagator in external field / I

u.2)

4
Here the minus sign is due to the fact that t's are anti-Her-

mitian matrices. Eq. (A.1) can easily be checked varying Bq.

(A.2) w.r.t. Aj(.£) and reducing colour structure accor-

/ As for the representation (A.2), see for instance «he ori-
ginal Feynman's paper (2j or the surveys £,26,27] on the
path integral which contain the list of references*
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ding to formulae of Appendix C.

The formula (A.1) hoIda only for tie case when the in-

tegrand (denoted by ...) does not include velocities» other-

wise there appears an additional contancfc tern. It can

be obtained noticing that the velocity ^(x.) corres-

ponds to the со variant derivative, C v £ x ) , in the co-

lor space> AyfiX-) coming into QV^X) should also be

varied w.r.t. •/?*(*) жй

(A.3)

In the same nay each velocity in case of more complicated

integrand produces the same contact term since operation

S/SAtd) is linear.
Let us now consider in detail, where Eg.. (A.1) was used

in calculations of Sect. 1.

It is convenient to represent Bq. (A.1) graphically by

1Г - 1Г (A.4)

lbs arrow here stands for two velocities in the L.H.S. of

Bq. (A.1). Eq. (А.Ч-) should be used for a part of the total

U> -integral, when U- lies on the internal path. Ihe

graphe resulting from this part will be depicted by a sing-

le line. We use the double line in the total diagram is

the loop space. In analogy with the vertices in the loop

diagram, we denote the vertex by

T (A.5)
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These graphic notations are useful for correspondence

with the graphs of ordinary perturbation tneory. tfor ine-

tance, the expression for O ^ bakes fche form

(A.6)

The two last terms were obtained in Sect. 1, by using

I3q. (A.1)
t
 from the expression of another type

Э •- ©- (A-V)

Their equivalence can be proven noticing that directions of

velocities at 2 of Ixi.
 are

 opposite for two terms

in the R.H.S. of Eq. (A.7)i so that the suia is equal to the

tadpole in the L.H.S.

It is worth mentioning that result of acticn of the ope-

rator 3 on last two terms in. (A.6) yields 0(Л")

due to JBq. (1.50). Therefore these tadpoles display themsel-

ves in the frame diagram of Fig. 1 to order Л

they are of order A. in B ^ •

In the same way Bet includes tadpoles which dj s>-

play themselves in the frame diagrams for S^/dj.^

to order A . W e construct these graphs below.

Eq. (A.1) was also used in proving that contributions

from the part Uz.
 fe
 ̂

x
Ji'i cancel for the diagram (1.29)

These contributions read
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We used Bq. (Л.1). Next, it follows from JSq* (1.30) that the

expression in square brackets is symmetric in «,B to or-

der 0( Я )• Consequently» it Yaniebes when contracted with

the antisymmetric tensor in parenthesis. All the formulae of

such a type can be proven quite analogously, e.g. the can-

cellation of contributions from the parts U. £ /JTA

and U% €, fgj. in the diagram (1.56).

Let us now construct tadpoles in Bl( • Instead of

calculating the operator formula (1.27), we make use of a

simpler method, which is based on the following. Imagine

that action of CU on the frame diagram yields a con-

tact current, Kv , which contains no external loop

Ф £* , tointegrals* Then one should add the tadpole,

6 4 in order to satisfy the planar equation, since

fa a Vх
*" **L =nI3|.,3vj Э ft* "°

Let us now calculate %
л
 coming from action of d

r
щ
 . J

on the frame diagrams of Pig. 2. First let us derive Bq,

(1 »y^i for <L Bj,
y
 and then let us calculate proper

contact current.

Splitting the total loop integral in the diagram for

Ъм into parts and ueing the graphic technique, we

find

v +
(1.9)

Differentiation of the first graph yields
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The derivative in the second term should be transformed ac-

cording to Eq. (1.^0), which gives after performing the in-

tegral of the total derivative!

v — (A.11)

The second and third graphs in the R.H.S. of Eq. (A.9) can

be reduced to the form

(A.I2)

Finally, differentiation of last two diagrams in Bq.

(1.32) yields

\1S

Summing all the graphs coming from differentiating Bq.

(1.32), we arrive at Eq. (1.53) for Эр Sj^, and find

the contact terms

1
 j - (Д.14)
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We did not concentrate on the graphs arising from diffe-

rentiating the last three graphs in Eq. (A.9). Such graphs

are etill included into diagrams (1.33), where the dot mo -

уев along its own line.

Consider now the contact terms coming from the frame

diagram in B^ • Calculating - Ъ в„ > we obtain

two required terms in Eq. (1.54), with the wrong sign, and

the contact term

(A.15)
= z(t-J)

We use in calculations that both points, U
f
 and

line on the external loop in the frame diagram (1.36).

Despite this fact, contact terms arise from [&/>,*& ¥j *

• бм aB
 well. The point is that in the area-variation,

.calculated
Лу virtue of the Stokes theorem, the following expression

(A.16)

It is reduced to the sum of first two graphs in Eq. (1*35)

and of contact terms given by Eq. (A.16).

So altogether we find for the current K
v
 t

к
up <-> dou)h .

(A.17)
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The required tadpoles are

(1.18)

These graphs can be combined with the last two graphe in

Eq. (1.52). The loop integration in these diagrams should

be performed along the total loop including FJC% (with

the coefficient (2-d) just as in the diagram of Pig» 1) and

f^£ (with the coefficient 1).

Let us note that this Appendix contains (together with

Sect. 1) all the calculations, which are necessary to show

how Eq. (1.9) is satisfied by given 3^ , 64 end B* v .

Appendix В

Seoond Iteration of the Bootstrap Equation

The bootstrap equation can be iterated in JL , which

yields diagrams of manifestly gauge invariant perturbation

theory. These diagrams include total loop integrals. Using

Eq. (Д.1), one can establish a correspondence with graphe

of ordinary perturbation theory. In Appendix B, we do thia

for the graphs of order Л whose renormalization is go-

verned by the coefficient, ff/3 , of asymptotic freedom.
by

Let us solve the bootstrap equations^iterations starting

from wroth approximation, т* = 1, which respects the

initial oondition, Ф (0) a 1. The substitution into the

frame diagram (1.26) yields the invariant diagram of lower

order for S$
l4>
(c}/lf6j,

v
(x.} . it coinsides with the diag-
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ran of Fig. 1 where one substitutes Ф a 1. The analytical

expression is given by Eq. (1.26) with ф » 1 :

—
j

The last equation arised after summing over paths, which

gives the propagator. We arrived at the graph (I - 5*6) of

ordinary perturbation theory* Integration over 4~,
can easily be performed within framework of the obtained

Ansats and gives

(B.2)

Here points X and tt are ordered, so that the coeffi-

cient, 1/2, is absent.

Let us perform the next iteration which yields diagrams

of the second order of the invariant perturbation theory.

Substituting <$>**' i
n
to Bq. (1.26), we give the term

to this order the diagrams of fig. 2 with T a 1 contribu-

te to

In order to recover the ordinary graphs, one should

split the total loop integrals into those over the external

loop and the internal paths. She latter integrals should be

transformed according to Sq. (1.1). From (B»3) we obtain

as a result for О т / о Oj**C*-) the following graphs
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-A*

ft)

* '

Hero the vertices are given by( I-5.7)» (1-5*13)•

two graphs come from the contact term In Bq. (A.?).

The frame diagrams of Pig. 2 result In the graphs

last

CB.5)

Here the contact term coming from (A.3) cancels with the se-

cond and third graphs in the R.E.S. of Sq. (A.9). As in

(B.4), we did not write down the graphs arising from bhe

last two diagrams in Eq. (1*32), since the; vanish for gauge

invariant regularlzation.

Let us compare the obtained graphs with those of Appen-

dix I-A. The wavy line carries additional color structure,

as compared with the straight one. After its redicing, we

convince ourselves that the graph (а) соinsides with the sum

of the graph (1), (4) in (B.4). She contact term arising

from the graph (a) coinsides with the sum of the graph (8)

in (B«4) and of the second graph in CB.5).

Let as now consider the graph (b) including the triple

gluon vertex* It can be depicted using our notations as
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л
In other words we represent the gluon vertex ты the SUB of

three vertioee corresponding to the interaction of charged

particles. Now it is evident that the graph (b) coineides

with the sum of the graphs (2), (5) in (Б.4) and of the

first gr*j?lx in (B.5), and the contaot term arising from

the graph (b) eoinsidee with thoseof (9), (10).

Let ue consider the graph (c), which is self-energy in-

sertion into the gluon propagator» In our notations there

appear sum of nine graphs

(B.7)

- ) •

The first two graphs coinside with (3) and (6). The sum of

last six graphs can be reduced to the form of the third one

(with the coefficient -2/2). The third graph itself has d

as a coefficient. Jinally, the ghost loop (d) is reduced to

the same form (with the coefficient -1/2)* Summing the co-

efficient of seven graphs, we find the factor (d-2) conei -

ding with the coefficient at the graph* (7) in (B.4).

Thus we recover all the graphs of the second order of or-

dinary perturbation theory for &Ф / o6m
v
(x) • Integra-

tion over А&ш¥ (."*•) can again be performed within

our insat* without much effort* We obtain th« complete set
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of the second order graphs. Aa it was shown in Refft.6,7

they give log of the cut-off, the coefficient being that of

asymptotic freedom.

The second order graphs show that the ghost loop, which

restore the gauge invariance of glucn graphs in the usual

approach, combine a with the gluon graphs into manifestly gau-

ge invariant diagram ic. the loop space. It Is evident after

splinting the triple gluon verbex into three parts according

to (B.6), that part of vertex graphs combines into one gau-

ge invariant diagram, and another part combines into another

diagram. Note that within the usual treatment of gluons in

the color space this property was hidden.

Appendix C.

Connection with Color Space

The result of Appendix В allow us to establish the fra-

me diagrams directly in the color space. A connection with

ordinary perturbation theory will be transparent* We shall

show how the frame diagrams in the loop space recover ordi-

nary Paddeev-Popov graphs in the color space.

The frame diagrams contain no color matrices. The only

remembrance about the underlying group, SU(N)
t
 resides

in the factor, Ы , included into Д
 s
 Q

o
 Jf . . Due to

28f
t Hooft , it is useful to associate double lines la

Pigs. 1,2 with index lines of gluons. Then every closed li-

ne implies a trace, which is equal to / in А У .

Using the completeness condition
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С i'f - ±susJt-siesjK

-valid for the generators of the fundamental representation

of SU(N), one can restore the color structure.

Using factorization at //•* oO and (C.1), we get for

the structure coming into the diagram of Fig. 1 t

(0.2)

Analogously the structure in diagrams of Figs. 1a, 1c can be

reduces using the identity

it * m
"

which follows from (C.1), to

(С.4)

fobc

т •
Let us perform the path integration according to (A.2).

For вJ in the color space, we find the following for-

mula
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«bore

is the covariant derivative in the adjoint representation.

It «rleed due to Я4. (I - 5.8).

Graphs having at least one gluor. line ending at ("L,.

come from the expansion of G , the propagator in ?.л-

ternal field.

Now the general aethod combining the planar graphs in-

to frame diagrams ia clear. One should represent the trip-

le giuon vertex due to (B.6). Next out a planar graph along

the solid line. Substitute the cut line by the exact propa-

gator (A»2) in external field and correspond 7/ -matrices

to pieces of the external loop. If the ends of the cut line

lie on another gluon line rather than on the external loop,

then one should cut new gluon line. Shis procedure conti-

nues until the ends come to the external loop. Notice that

we cut along gluon lines rather than across them. 3his cutting

of color lines would add nothing new to Shwinger-Dyson

equations of gluodynamic*.

These frame diagrams can then be transformed into the

loop space, with the aid of above formulae. Diagrams ob-

tained by this procedure will of course coincido with the
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diagrams constructed in Sect. 1 by inverting the operator

Op in the planar equation»

All the manipulations of Sect. 1 have analogues in the

color space. Let us show, for instance, how the planar equa-

tion is satisfied» We have

[
* л

(4.,
Consider the terms contributing to - Ъ

г
 В„ • Repeated ac-

tion of ^ on the R.H.S. of (0.7) yields an expression

which contains

and reproduces the current (1.1)» Moreover the contact»

term comes from the first summand in the R.H.S. of (C.7).

This term oombinss with the result of acting 9- on the

second one, which gives

Consider now bJb
v
 б!' • The differentiation of the first

summand yields the term having exactly the form of (C»9)

(but with the coefficient -d) and the loop integral of to-

tal derivative, as in Bq. (1.44-), which is equal to (C.9)

(with the coefficient +1). Summary the terms of this type,

coming into -Э в„ and Э*Э„ 8., , cancel. Notice, that
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the ваше calculation wae already given in the loop space

(see Sect. 1), It is easily to convince, u6iDg (0«4) (for

Гхъ
 a

 °)t *bat (C.9) and (1.44-) coined.de up to the 00-

efficlents.

In calculating cL d
v
 8* , wo use the formula

for the commutator of соvariant; derivatives, and the trane-

lational Ward identity

Here the covariant derivative CL C^) acts on the

left»

Eq. (0.10) has Eq. (1,16) as an analogue in the loop space.

In order to reduce (0.11) to the form (1.?0), one should use

(0.13)

Although all the formulae in the loop epace can be trans-

form into the color space, the иве of the loop space has many

advantages.
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F i g u r e s

lig. 1, Frame diagram of lower order. The tadpole
graphs а,с should be added to the graph
b to preserve gauge invariance

л

fig* 2* Frame diagrams of the next order.
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Fig. 3. Geometry used ia Eq. (2.29).

Pig. 4. Projection of the bootstrap
at the surface*
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